
❖ Only require bell ringers 2 to 3 times a week, otherwise, it will become monotonous and students 
will start to tune out and not engage.

❖ Don’t have students answer the bell ringer questions in the same way each time. Again, if they 
have to do the same thing every time, they will start to slack off on their engagement. Check 
below for some ways to encourage students to interact.

❖ Bell ringers shouldn’t be graded. For one, they would take time to grade, and you don’t have time! 
Furthermore, bell ringers provide a way to formatively assess student understanding. Students will 
willingly participate if they see the process as interesting and thought provoking (hence - 
engaging documents). As long as you have participation and provide feedback, there is no need 
for an official grade. 

❖ Post the document and question on the screen, and then have students answer through Google 
Classroom. You can check to make sure all students have provided an answer, and then review 
their answers for discussion. I like to do this with questions that have many possible answers. That 
way, I can tell students that they all need to make their answers unique. 

❖ Have students write their answers down on a post-it note, and affix it to the smartboard. Then you 
can review the answers with students, but they don’t have to admit that they were the author. This 
allows students to be honest about any confusion they may have with the question or document. 

❖ Have students answer the question individually and then share with a partner or desk mate. The 
original answers can be adjusted and then shared with the class as a whole. To mix this up, you 
can require students to find a new partner to share their answer with. 

❖ Use padlet.com. With padlet, you can post the question, and then students can add their answers 
to the digital wall. This works particularly well when you want students to analyze images. 

❖ Remove the question from the day, and utilize my Historical Thinking Task Cards instead. The 
task cards can be easily implemented in combination with the bell ringers. Depending on how 
many task cards and primary sources you utilize, you could easily fill bell ringer time, and even 
extend the bell ringer into a full lesson. 
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I carefully chose real primary sources that would compel your students to think. The questions are based 
on the source. The source is not added as a decorative flair, instead, the students have to read through 
the information (or visual) and process that information to come up with their answer. Each document 
has one or two questions that should be seen as discussion starters. Some questions are related to 
comprehension, while others are based on historical thinking and reasoning skills. Because the questions 
are editable, you can always change the question to meet the needs of your classroom. 

I highly recommend using bell ringers as a way to jumpstart cooperative learning every day in your 
classroom. When students come in at the beginning of class, they always want to talk, and these 
documents provide a way for you to structure that conversation. 

There are many ways that you can facilitate cooperative learning through these bell ringers. I’ve included 
some suggestions below. 

https://padlet.com/my/dashboard
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Historical-Thinking-Task-Cards-for-Social-Studies-Primary-and-Secondary-Sources-3278104


All images have been provided with a link for sourcing, so you can check the links out for further 
information, identification, and credibility. The sources include: 

● A quote from an archeologist regarding migration into North America
● A painting of Native Americans fishing
● A comparison between two images - Native Americans on the Great Plains and a Native 

American longhouse
● An image showing Native Americans using horses (impact of Columbian Exchange)
● A painting of the landing of Christopher Columbus
● Ptolemy’s World Map
● Map discussing Henry Hudson’s travels
● Image discussing the wedding of Pocahontas
● Diary - Jamestown, “the Starving Time,” James Percy
● Document discussing the sale of Amsterdam (NYC) to the Dutch
● Two points of views discussing Native Americans
● A runaway slave ad (1763, Lucretia)
● A timelapse of the Atlantic slave trade
● The diary of Olaudah Equiano, 1780s
● Journal entry form a settler in New Netherland, 1679
● Drawing of settlers in New Amsterdam, 1642-1643
● The diary of William Byrd II of Virginia, 1709
● William Penn, advertisement for Virginia, 1683
● Cotton Mather discussing smallpox inoculations, 1714
● Andrew Hamilton, defending Peter Zenger, at Zenger’s trial, 1736
● Narrative of the Captivity and Restoration of the Mrs. Mary Rowlandson, (excerpt) 1682. 
● Warrant for apprehension of Abigail Somes, May the. 13'th 1692 (the Salem Witch Trials)
● One month of diary entries - Elizabeth Fuller, 1790
● “Join or Die” political cartoon
● Minavavana, a Chippewa chief, addressing trader Alexander Henry, 1761
● Rev. Jonathan Mayhew, sermon, Boston, 25 October 1759
● Speech from Pontiac, 1762
● The Proclamation Line of 1763, Map, George III, King of Great Britain
● Sylvanus, "A Political Problem," March 1769
● Stamp Act, newspaper criticism
● Description of the Boston Massacre in newspaper (Boston Gazette, 1770). 
● An image showing the Boston Massacre with a focus on Crispus Attucks. (Henry Pelham, 1770)
● Description of a tea protest (The Boston Gazette 1775)
● Illustration describing protests on the Townshend Acts
● A poem from a Daughter of Liberty discussing the tea tax,, 1773
● James Chalmers discussing a Loyalist perspective
● Thomas Paine, Common Sense, January 10, 1776
● A newspaper ad discussing a spinning bee
● The “Olive Branch Petition” of the Second Continental Congress July 1775
● Patrick Henry, speech in support of the colonies in rebellion against Great Britain, “Give Me 

Liberty or Give Me Death” March, 20, 1775’
● “Slaves Petition the Massachusetts Legislature,” 1777
● Thomas Paine, “The Crisis” December 23rd, 1776
● An individual discussing the encampment at Valley Forge, Chevalier de Pontgibaud, “A French 

Volunteer of the War of Independence,” 1898.
● Video discussing Black soldiers in the American Revolution
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● Lucy Knox wife of Henry Knox (Secretary of War), 1777
● Quote discussing concerns over the new Constitution Amos Singletary, January, 19th, 1788
● James Madison’s notes at the Constitutional Convention, June 15th, 1787
● Alexander Hamilton, Federalist Papers, No. 68, 1788
● Letter from Jefferson to his daughter, Annapolis, Nov. 28th, 1783
● Document describing the yellow fever epidemic in 1793, Samuel Breck. 
● Document discussing Oney Judge, an enslaved person of Washington
● George Washington, The Neutrality Proclamation - Philadelphia, 22 April 1793
● Pickering discussing his annoyance at the Louisiana Purchase, 1804
● A political cartoon describing the Embargo Act, 1807. 
● A political cartoon describing the XYZ Affair
● Painting discussing the new American identity, 1819
● Patriotic painting done after the War of 1812
● Quote describing Jackson’s inauguration, Margaret Smith, Washington, March 11th, 1829
● Protest song sung by mill workers, Lowell, Massachusetts, 1836
● Political cartoon discussing Andrew Jackson’s fight with the bank
● Political cartoon depicting Andrew Jackson as a king 
● Andrew Jackson’s Letter to the Cherokee, 1835
● Political cartoon discussing the Panic of 1837
● Collage of X’x made by slaves as they petitioned for their freedom
● Aaron Burr and his second, W. P. Van Ness, July 11, 1804
● Map showing the expedition of Lewis and Clark
● Primary source listing gifts to be presented to Native Americans during the Lewis and Clark 

expedition
● Quote discussing impressment, Robert Hay, 1811
● Henry David Thoreau, Walden, 1853
● Image depiction “The Drunkard’s Progress,” 1826.
● Painting showing the Erie Canal, 1829
● “The Drink We Choose,” - a children’s song from the 1840s
● Paintings showing to Black Americans pre-Civil War
● Drawing titled “The Industrious Man”
● Memorial to the Legislature of Massachusetts 1843, by Dorothea Dix
● Passage discussing education and poverty, Horace Mann, 1848. 
● Map showing transportation progress in the early 1800s
● Letter from the Cherokee, Vermont Telegraph newspaper on April 4, 1838
● Letter discussing the Irish famine, Michael and Mary Rush, 1847
● Sir William Blackstone, description of common law marriage rights in England, Commentaries on 

the Laws of England, 1765
● James Polk’s message regarding the Mexican War
● Map showing the Missouri Compromise 
● America’s Progress painting, John Gast
● Photograph showing Oregon Trail pioneers heading westward, 1843
● Map showing the start of the Mexican War and the fight over disputed territory
● Charles Sumner, Speech to Congress about the Mexican War, April 1847
● The Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, 1848
● A drawing/advertisement luring people to California
● Letter discussing the Pearl Incident
● Letter describing the competition relating to the Gold Rush, Robert W. Pitkin, August 16, 1852
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● Photograph showing Mormons moving westward
● Engraving that appeared in abolitionist George Bourne’s Slavery Illustrated in Its Effects upon 

Women, 1837
● Broadsides depicting metal instruments used to enslave African Americans 
● The Confessions of Nat Turner, the leader of the late insurrection, in Southampton (county), 

Thomas R. Gray
● A quote from Frederick Douglass discussing struggle and progress, 1857.
● A newspaper article discussing the Amistad uprising
● John Parker, discussing how he helped on the underground railroad, in a newspaper interview, 1885
● A painting discussing the war with Mexico, 1848
● A poster warning the African American people of Boston about slave catchers
● A map discussing the Kansas-Nebraska Act
● A political cartoon discussing the fight between Preston Brooks and Charles Sumner
● A quote discussing the attack of Lawrence, Thomas H. Gladstone, Lawrence, Kansas, 1857
● A political cartoon discussing the Kansas -Nebraska Act, and free-soilers
● The Dred Scott Decision, Chief Justice Taney, 1857
● Sojourner Truth, “Ain’t I a Woman,” Akron, Ohio.
● John Brown’s Last Speech, 1859, before he was sentenced to death
● Speech discussing slavery, Abraham Lincoln, March 6, 1860
● Political cartoon discussing the supplies available for the Confederate Army
● Sullivan Ballou letter to his wife as the war started, 1861
● Quote discussing a father and son on opposite sides of the war July 1, 1862. Captain D. P. 

Conyngham
● James Henry Gooding, an African-American soldier fighting on Morris Island, South Carolina, 1863
● A letter discussing the NYC draft riots, New York Times, July 15, 1863
● A letter discussing what the Union army should do with runaway slaves, General Benjamin F. 

Butler, May 27, 1861
● A drawing showing the making of “Sherman’s Neckties”
● A letter from a freedman to his old master - by Jourdon Anderson, 1865
● A newspaper article discussing the swearing in of the first African-American senator, The New 

York Times, February 25, 1870
● An ad placed by an African American looking for a relative 
● A political cartoon discussing the attacks on African Americans during Reconstruction, 1875
● A political cartoon discussing Andrew Johnson, 1868
● A political cartoon discussing the "Strong" government 1869-1877
● A political cartoon discussing the Reconstruction governments, 1874
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